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Citizen Action sounded the alarm two years ago on how Walker’s scandal plagued WEDC
doles out public money. Walker promised to require corporations taking our job creation
dollars to give 30 days notice of any planned outsourcing or downsizing. Now we find
they're not even doing that!

  

  

MILWAUKEE - When Citizen Action sounded the alarm two years ago that Walker’s scandal
plagued Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation (WEDC) doles out public money to
corporations engaged in outsourcing jobs, they came up with a non-solution.

  

Walker’s WEDC promised to require corporations taking our job creation dollars to give 30 days
notice of any planned outsourcing or downsizing.

  

Now, Citizen Action has discovered that Walker is not even doing that! When we filed an open
records request WEDC lawyers found ZERO outsourcing notifications--this despite a series of
corporations caught red-handed in recent months outsourcing jobs when taking money from
WEDC.

  

Outsourcing can be the issue that turns the 2016 election in our favor, and even forces Scott
Walker not to seek re-election, but only if we have the resources to tell voters about it.

  

If you agree, please make an emergency contribution to Citizen Action’s outsourcing
election fund.

  

Outsourcing is the sleeping giant in the 2016 election because it is the smoking gun of the
rigged economy.
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https://citizenactionwi.nationbuilder.com/secure_contribute_c4?e=3dcf06bbab2338c51d1d403da6f31bd3660a22d0&amp;utm_source=citizenactionwi&amp;utm_medium=email&amp;utm_campaign=redhanded2&amp;n=3
https://citizenactionwi.nationbuilder.com/secure_contribute_c4?e=3dcf06bbab2338c51d1d403da6f31bd3660a22d0&amp;utm_source=citizenactionwi&amp;utm_medium=email&amp;utm_campaign=redhanded2&amp;n=3
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The outright support for large corporations outsourcing Wisconsin jobs is political dynamite. The
reason Walker’s jobs agency turns a blind eye to outsourcing is that they support it!

  

Citizen Action played a leading role in forcing votes on bills to cut off public loans, grants, and
tax credits to corporations engaged in outsourcing. Shockingly, every Republican legislator
voted wrong on the issue!

  

Wisconsin voters should be outraged about their senators and representatives supporting the
outsourcing of their jobs, but only if we have the resources to communicate with them about it
during the election.

  

If you agree, please send an emergency contribution to Citizen Action’s outsourcing
election fund .

  

Sincerely,

  

Robert Kraig
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